#hcsm - August 17, 2014
6:02 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
Hello #HCSM I'm a Family Doc who will be lurking & listening to
the conversation. Multitasking, and hopefully joining in when I
can :)

6:02 Christoph Trappe @CTrappe
Hello, #hcsm. Christoph here in Iowa. I help hospitals with
content marketing, storytelling and digital strategy.

6:02 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
Alan here. Very tired of neck & hip pain! Sometimes I say smart
things :) #hcsm

6:02 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed @danamlewis Hello Everyone, Andrew
Lopez, RN from #NewJersey, #Nurseup & #MHStigma mod
coming off a great #carechat :) #hcsm

6:02 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@drmikesevilla long time no tweet :) can't wait to see you in a
few weeks! #hcsm

6:02 April Foreman @DocForeman
April, psychologist serving #Veterans, preventing #suicide,
trying to stay dry in this Louisiana rain. :) #hcsm

6:03 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@abrewi3010 ..and sometimes that happens to be on Sunday
nights. Good correlation ;) #hcsm

6:03 Molade Alawode, MSc @_malawode
Hi #hcsm! I'm Molade. My professional interests include
#healthcomm #socmar #sm4ph #mHealth.

6:03 Mark Salke @marksalke
Hi everybody. Mark here from Ann Arbor MI. Shivering! In
August! #hcsm

6:03 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
Joining in from Manila. Good morning #hcsm community! Gia
here.

6:03 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
Hello #hcsm. Kristin here from Michigan. Dropping in and out
tonight as I stay hooked on the show, #OrphanBlack :)

6:04 Mark Salke @marksalke
Hi! Haven't seen you here in a while. :) RT @She_Sugar:
Jewels - nurse/ patient from Flagstaff, AZ #hcsm

6:04

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@drmikesevilla Great to see you Mike! #hcsm

6:04 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
Welcome to #hcsm, all! <-Dana Lewis, #hcsm moderator/
creator; thinker doer teacher of health & digital; #DIYPS creator
& chief data producer

6:04 T2D Research @T2DRemission
Michael Massing, research results editor and T2DM selfexperimenter and documenter. #hcsm

6:04 Laurel Ann Whitlock @twirlandswirl
Hi, #hcsm! I hope to be there soon, but my internets just
decided to run away. You get a brief reprieve. ;)

6:04

Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@She_Sugar good to see you too! #hcsm

6:05 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
Hello Everyone, @DocForeman @abrewi3010 @CTrappe
@drmikesevilla #hcsm (Great Vlog Friday by the way Dr. April,
Dr. Mike)

6:05 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Welcome, everyone, to #hcsm! Special hi to any first-timers
joining tonight :), and of course our friendly lurkers. Tweet in
anytime!

6:05 Sanford Jeames @JeamesSailor
@HealthSocMed @danamlewis Good evening everyone.
Sanford chiming in. #hcsm

6:05 Jewels @She_Sugar
@marksalke yes- enjoying summer and shutting off SM a bit,
back at it! #hcsm

6:05 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
Steven Barley, Director, Internet Services for Riverside Health
System in Eastern Virginia. Good evening all! #hcsm

6:06 Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc
Greetings to the #hcsm community. Can't make it to this chat,
but hope you have a good night!

6:06 Sturdy @Sturdy
Didn't know I would be, but here thx to @drmikesevilla sharing.
PT in SF. @SFsportspinePT & @ScheduleDoc #HCSM

6:06 April Foreman @DocForeman
@nursefriendly @abrewi3010 @CTrappe @drmikesevilla
Thanks, man! We've been really working on format and
delivery. #hcsm #spsm

6:06 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
@nursefriendly @DocForeman @abrewi3010 @CTrappe
@drmikesevilla Yes, that vlog on Friday was extraordinary!
#hcsm

6:06

Amanda @LAlupusLady
Hugs & smiles to the #hcsm community.

6:06 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
Hello Everyone, @twirlandswirl @T2DRemission @giasison
@She_Sugar @marksalke @KristinMCoppens
@MeredithGould @_malawode #hcsm

6:06 Annette McKinnon @anetto
Annette here in Toronto. Health blogger and patient #hcsm

6:07

T2D Research @T2DRemission
@nursefriendly Hey, Drew! #hcsm

6:07 ArtJones @ArtJones
Hello everyone one . Happy to participate in my 1st #HCSM
tweet chat. Interested in #mHealth to optimize reach of
PublicHealth

6:07 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
@Sturdy Aw thanks. Welcome to the chat tonight! Gonna have
some fun #hcsm

6:07 Christoph Trappe @CTrappe
@MeredithGould @nursefriendly @DocForeman @abrewi3010
@drmikesevilla Got a link? #hcsm

6:07 Mark Salke @marksalke
@nursefriendly Hey Drew! Good to see you, man. #hcsm

6:07 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@nursefriendly Hi Andrew & all @twirlandswirl
@T2DRemission @She_Sugar @marksalke
@KristinMCoppens @MeredithGould @_malawode #hcsm

6:07 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @battle4justice RT @SPSMChat: #SPSM chat 9pm CST:
Covering #RobinWilliams #Suicide, lessons learned.
spsmchat.wordpress.com/2014/08/16/sps… #mhsm #hcsm

6:07 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @battle4justice RT @SPSMChat: #SPSM chat 9pm CST:
Covering #RobinWilliams #Suicide, lessons learned. goo.gl/
0x4Wpe #mhsm #hcsm

6:07 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
We'll get started with topic 1 (T1) in just a few minutes.
Remember if you jump in to #hcsm later to introduce yourself!

6:07 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Popping in to say hi! I haven't joined the #hcsm chat in a LONG
time!

6:07

Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
@ArtJones Welcome! #hcsm

6:07 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
Hi everyone... Haven't been back for a while. #hcsm

6:08 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@itsthebunk hey there! glad you're here (& looking forward to
seeing you in a few weeks!) #hcsm

6:08

Mark Salke @marksalke
@ArtJones Welcome to #hcsm Art!

6:08

AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Greetings from Chicago! #hcsm

6:08 T2D Research @T2DRemission
Ooh, exciting to see the mix of old hands and newcomers
(being a relative one myself)! #hcsm

6:08

Jewels @She_Sugar
@TAOMarketing Welcome! #hcsm

6:08 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
Welcome! RT @ArtJones: Happy to participate in my 1st
#HCSM tweet chat. Interested in #mHealth to optimize reach of
PublicHealth

6:09 Mark Salke @marksalke
Glad you're here, Bill. RT @BillWongOT: Hi everyone... Haven't
been back for a while. #hcsm

6:09 Dr. Amanda Young @DocAmandaYoung
@GVergolias, check out #hcsm right now and #SPSM at 10pm
EST.

6:09 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
Love all the Hi’s and hellos - first 8 minutes of #HCSM = to the
amount of time for typical doctor visit

6:09 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 1 - If HCP have access to real-time monitored patient
data (Fitbit/CGM/ whatever) are they responsible for
intervening? Why/not? #hcsm

6:09 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T1 at #hcsm - If HCPs have access to real time monitored/
tracked pt data, do they have responsibility to intervene? Why/
not? Discuss.

6:09 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Ha! RT @CascadiaChat: Love all the Hi’s and hellos - first 8
minutes of #HCSM = to the amount of time for typical doctor
visit

6:09 Dr. Gijane @JaneCarrington2
Hello #HCSM it's been a long time since my last join.

6:09 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
@danamlewis SO excited about seeing you at #MedX. Been
waaay too long since we've been in the same place at the
same time. #hcsm

6:09 Amanda @LAlupusLady
.@HealthSocMed I'm Amanda #Lupus patient, Healthcare
advocate/activist and passionate about @BTWFoundation and
Gaga! #hcsm

6:09 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
@FindinACure77 we <3 lurkers - thanks for being here! #hcsm

6:10

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@MeredithGould YES! #MedX #hcsm

6:10 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @DocForeman RT @DocAmandaYoung: @GVergolias,
check out #hcsm right now and #SPSM at 10pm EST.

6:10 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
Hello Everyone, @itsthebunk @padschicago
@DocAmandaYoung @TAOMarketing @ArtJones @anetto
@LAlupusLady @Sturdy @ElephantRheum #hcsm

6:10 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
@She_Sugar Hi! Good to see you too :-) #hcsm

6:10

marianne vennitti @mvennitti
Lurking while working. #hcsm

6:10 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
RT @DocForeman @HealthSocMed Depends on what the
patient and HCP have set up and consented to. #spsm #hcsm
#mhsm

6:10 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
T1: Required? No. Partly responsible? Maybe. It's almost like
witnessing a crime and not reporting it. #hcsm

6:11 Jewels @She_Sugar
T1 - That's a can of worms, data streams have holes in them not always looked at. #hcsm

6:11 Sanford Jeames @JeamesSailor
@anetto @NatriceR Hello Annette.Good to have you join.
#hcsm

6:11 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
@nursefriendly @padschicago @DocAmandaYoung
@TAOMarketing @ArtJones @anetto @LAlupusLady @Sturdy
@ElephantRheum Hi all! #hcsm

6:11 Christoph Trappe @CTrappe
I would be willing to share my wearable device data with my
physician. #hcsm

6:11 naji algale.MD @nxalgale
Hello this is me joining in live in this lovely hour #hcsm i hope i
disnt miss any thing yet.

6:11 Dan Goldman @danielg280
T1: some of that will be dictated by law; will depend on what
kind of "access." #hcsm

6:11 Mark Salke @marksalke
A1: Data/Info is power to intervene. Comes with that obligation
also. #hcsm

6:11 Dr. Amanda Young @DocAmandaYoung
Hello! MT @nursefriendly 27s Hello Everyone, @itsthebunk
@padschicago @DocAmandaYoung @TAOMarketing
@ArtJones @Sturdy @ElephantRheum #hcsm

6:11 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 That would be a huge responsibility for HCP. There would
have to be boundaries on monitoring #hcsm

6:11

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T1 Yes but with patient's consent #hcsm

6:11 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
hi all, peter from @umassmemorial (tox fellow) here joining late
#hcsm

6:11 Natrice Rese @NatriceR
@JeamesSailor @anetto just passing by, sorry to miss you all
#hcsm

6:11 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A1 I think HCP has an obligation to get involved if the see a
medical emergency. Outside of that it should be defined by pat/
doc #hcsm

6:12 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
T1: Is this a silly question: How would Docs even have the time
to monitor that data? #hcsm

6:12 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
#HCSM T1 Do I want access to real time data? Diff Q. Anyway,
if pt gives me permission to inquire & interact, then Y. Back to
communication

6:12 AnnMarie Walsh @padschicago
Me too RT @CTrappe I would be willing to share my wearable
device data with my physician. #hcsm

6:12 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
T1 Depends on the patient/client relationship, duty owed to the
patient. #hcsm

6:12 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
T1: hard to crunch all that data for so many patients. wonder if
its even useful? #hcsm

6:12 Jewels @She_Sugar
There's a difference in data tracking - health versus disease?
Counting steps versus blood glucose. #hcsm

6:12 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
T1: No unless patient has signed up and paid for such a
service. Monitoring should act as triage and only send alerts to
HCP #hcsm

6:12 Aaron Blank @AaronBlank
#HCSM T1 heck no! Not unless I've given my HCP permission
to interact with me in that way. #justsaying

6:12 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
@giasison Completely agree with consent. Sadly, I think
patients would be fearful to give it. #hcsm

6:12 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
T1 Question: How would they get access to that data? #hcsm

6:12 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
As an aside... it's so great to see so may #MedX alums and
delegates here on the #hcsm

6:13 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@StevenBarley totally agree. i see pts in the ED all the time
who say they took bp at home and it was high. what do i do?
#hcsm

6:13 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
T1 There is lots of data out there, not all of it is going to be
monitored, reported to doctors unless arranged in advance.
#hcsm

6:13 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
T1: However analysis of that data in a usable format for HCP
should be part of their job #hcsm

6:13 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T1 It is one thing if they are hired to monitor
that data from the Gitgo, and the expectation is there. #hcsm

6:13 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
Looking forward 2 meeting U @ #MedX RT @itsthebunk: As an
aside... it's so great to see so may #MedX alums and delegates
here on the #hcsm

6:13 Mark Salke @marksalke
@StevenBarley Agree, Steven. The distinction btw data and
information. #hcsm It's of consequence everywhere!

6:13 April Foreman @DocForeman
@anetto Either boundaries or significant resources to monitor
the feed. #hcsm

6:13 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
Tiffany here, #lupus patient, healthcare advocate from NYC!
Founder of #lupuschat & passionate about HC advocacy &
Glitter, ha! #hcsm

6:13 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
T1 - I hate to get so technical, but I do think a physician's
*obligation* to intervene somewhat depends on where the data
lives. #hcsm

6:14

Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
@drmikesevilla Yes!! Me too! #hcsm

6:14 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A1 we can't expect HCP to track all of us, just unrealistic with
present tech. Patient/doc consent & arrangement is key #hcsm

6:14 Christoph Trappe @CTrappe
@momsgoodeats, would you share that running article where
the app was used to find the runner? You Tweeted that, right?
#hcsm

6:14 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
T1 The fact that they "have access" to it unless prearranged
doesn't not imply a duty to monitor, act on it. #hcsm

6:14 Jewels @She_Sugar
@StevenBarley Not true of continuous glucose monitor results when the pt. shares that data to make effective changes.
#hcsm

6:14 April Foreman @DocForeman
@danielg280 Yep...And informed consent about the data
security, and directions for crisis/emergency. #hcsm

6:15 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@nursefriendly Agreed. Depends on if the data is auto-fed into
the EMR. #hcsm

6:15 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
@abrewi3010 yes we can't- not real time. But can do so at the
beginning of each day for previous day. #hcsm

6:15 Live Through This @lttphoto
Want to bring Live Through This (@lttphoto) to your campus
this fall? Email monica@livethroughthis.org for more info.
#spsm #mhsm #hcsm

6:15 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
T1: Maybe job of the (near) future: HCPs whose sole
responsibility it is to aggregate, monitor, track and react/
intervene re pt data? #hcsm

6:15 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@KristinMCoppens True Kristin precisely the need to establish
trust in HCP-patient relationship #hcsm

6:15 Jewels @She_Sugar
@abrewi3010 Reimbursement must be there too - data
sleuthing takes time. #hcsm

6:15 Amanda @LAlupusLady
T1 I'm (pt.) accountable 4 my actions, if my HCP can access
my info it should benefit as more complete picture of my health/
EMR #hcsm

6:15 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
YES! RT @abrewi3010: @itsthebunk this is what Sundays are
for! Plus, it's spending time with @danamlewis, who could
resist that?! #hcsm

6:15 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
#hcsm T1 How times have changed. Would this be a "DON'T
read my damn data" situation?

6:15 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
T1: Auto feeding raw data will swamp EMR, what is needed is
clinical report/summary of data in usable format #hcsm

6:15 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
I'm having trouble imaging what sort of intervention wld b
justified & useful, egs pls. Telling a pt 2 take more steps??
#hcsm

6:16 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
@CTrappe @momsgoodeats Would love to read that as well!
#hcsm

6:16 Christoph Trappe @CTrappe
For live data to be manageable some events probably need to
trigger an alert. #hcsm

6:16 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
RT @MeredithGould: #hcsm T1 How times have changed.
Would this be a "DON'T read my damn data" situation?

6:16 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T1 Having a layperson self-monitor in a home
setting is another ball of wax. #hcsm

6:16 Sturdy @Sturdy
Wow T1. Then would all HCPs be responsible for reviewing ALL
charts of all pts they have access to? #HCSM

6:16 Sanford Jeames @JeamesSailor
@KristinMCoppens @giasison A1.I'm not convinced many pts
consider sharing any electronic info they collect with HCP.
#hcsm

6:16 Jewels @She_Sugar
@nursefriendly true - very different than a cardiac monitor.
#hcsm

6:16 Dr. William Schmitz @DrBillSchmitz
@emilykg1 @nursefriendly That will be the challenge: auto
insert into EMR in format that is easy to read, locate, use for
providers #hcsm

6:16 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@She_Sugar @abrewi3010 And a lot of legal responsibility.
#hcsm

6:16 Dr. Gijane @JaneCarrington2
T1: interesting ethical question-ethics and Samaritan and pt
willingness for intervention. #HCSM

6:16 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Nice RT @T2DRemission: @itsthebunk I envision an
automated monitoring system that would produce, say each
morning, an alert report. #hcsm

6:16 Mark Salke @marksalke
A1: It would seem monitoring realtime data implies an acute
situation that requires it. #hcsm consent, obligation are crucial.

6:16 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
Already a number of firms who are aggregating consumer
health data, analyze it and repackage it for doctor #HCSM

6:16 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@emilykg1 does this make the doc in charge of all of a pt's life?
call them to say their hr was high? their bp was high at this
time? #hcsm

6:17 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T1 Thinking of how easy it is to ignore data from monitoring
devices in hospital. #hcsm

6:17 Jewels @She_Sugar
@CTrappe Very true, like moms in pre-term labor and cardiac
monitoring. #hcsm

6:17 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
Great point RT @JaneCarrington2: T1: interesting ethical
question-ethics and Samaritan and pt willingness for
intervention. #HCSM

6:17 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@itsthebunk Some "interventions" might be delegatable to staff.
I would hope in addition to standards, HCP & pt. could agree on
flags. #hcsm

6:17 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
T1: I do believe that #wearables/biosensors, with the right app/
service, will soon produce meaningful info / alerts for HCPs
#hcsm

6:17 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
Value add MT @CascadiaChat Already a number of firms who
are aggregating consumer health data, analyze it and
repackage it for doctor #HCSM

6:17 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@Sturdy Again, depends on what u mean by access. Ur not
going to get fitbit or device data without making efforts or
agreeing 2 take #hcsm

6:17 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
T1 but if HCP is remotely monitoring a patient with CHF
(congestive heart failure) and providing that service yes.
#HCSM

6:18 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@She_Sugar maybe that could be built into doc visit cost?
#hcsm

6:18 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
T1: It would be awesome & helpful if healthcare professionals
were sent a red alert every time my HC mobile data entered a
danger zone #HCSM

6:18 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@abrewi3010 That's the catch I see. Will this be a flood of data
from the affluent "worried well"? #hcsm

6:18 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
@abrewi3010 I think some apps can do that... And the HCP
can set some settings for tracking the data. #hcsm

6:18 Jewels @She_Sugar
@DrBillSchmitz @emilykg1 @nursefriendly with limitations on
responsibility - impossible to monitor all patients - all the time.
#hcsm

6:18 Elephant inthe Rheum @ElephantRheum
T1 HCPs can't follow pts 24-7. Although nice 2 have HCP there
4 every step, it's not realistic. Unless HCP thinks monitoring
critical #hcsm

6:18 Christoph Trappe @CTrappe
Couldn't the app just notify the user. "Call your doctor now." Or
something like that? If it's an emergency, it could call 911?
#hcsm

6:18 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Yes. RT @T2DRemission: @abrewi3010 That's the catch I see.
Will this be a flood of data from the affluent "worried well"?
#hcsm

6:18 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@itsthebunk haha, like a personal life assistant… i feel like we
need to give pt some responsibility for their own data too #hcsm

6:18 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
T1: We also have to assume, like HealthKit (soon), the data>info will flow into the EHR (vs some other place for a HCP to
check) #hcsm

6:19 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
T1: I think this opens the door for creating new and innovative
job roles and descriptions in healthcare. #hcsm

6:19 naji algale.MD @nxalgale
T1:yes because that dat can help in tracking down the disease
in different conditions,moods,& behaviors #HCSM

6:19 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
T1. How to determine if spike in a data point is an isolated,
discrete event or a real indicator/emergency? #hcsm

6:19 Jewels @She_Sugar
@abrewi3010 Current billing codes for continuous glucose
monitors - why not, right? #hcsm

6:19 Mark Salke @marksalke
@KristinMCoppens New paradigms in how patients are cared
for. #hcsm

6:19 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@StevenBarley i think we also need to make sure that the data
is useful… the reason why @BrownEDHI was established
#hcsm

6:20 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@StevenBarley Not sure about that: I don't think it will come
into EMR unless pt and provider agree to accept #hcsm

6:20

MeredithGould @MeredithGould
@KristinMCoppens The New Nanny. #hcsm

6:20 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
@JeamesSailor @giasison No, probably not. But I think it
would be a positive. #hcsm

6:20 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@abrewi3010 So well said. Sustained patient education #hcsm

6:20 BrownEDHI @BrownEDHI
good evening!! The brown univ dept of ED digital health
innovations group lurking and learning #hcsm

6:20 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
Economics makes all this completely infeasible, way too costly
#hcsm

6:20 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
@emilykg1 @abrewi3010 it goes hand in hand with telehealth.
#hcsm

6:20 Dr. Amanda Young @DocAmandaYoung
@DocForeman @T2DRemission @itsthebunk What are they
monitoring April? #hcsm

6:20 Jewels @She_Sugar
@marksalke @KristinMCoppens And a lot of connecting the
dots - this is where preventative medicine is at its best! #hcsm

6:20 Mark Salke @marksalke
Good point. MT @abrewi3010: A1 we need apps/education/
alternative ways to translate data for ourselves. Patient literacy
needs attn #hcsm

6:21 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
@CTrappe THIS would be more effective! If patients were
notified of 'danger zone' alerts from their health data apps,
easier on Drs. #hcsm

6:21 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
But will it add any value? MT @CascadiaChat Two of he largest
EHR in the US pretty clear they intend to accept patient data
#hcsm

6:21 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
Most large employers are self insured and many now dictating
health behaviors - should they have access to health data also?
#hcsm

6:21 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@TwiceDiabetes @marksalke Agreed as we were discussing
the other evening, there's an awful lot of DM data that is not
actionable... #hcsm

6:21 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Yes, gr8 Q! RT @DocAmandaYoung: @DocForeman
@T2DRemission @itsthebunk What are they monitoring April?
#hcsm

6:21 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
@PeterRchai Agree. I think we both mean data -> information > meaningful information #hcsm

6:21 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@She_Sugar I was more thinking for docs time for translating
data into patient English but I like your idea! :) #hcsm

6:21 Sanford Jeames @JeamesSailor
@CTrappe @HealthSocMed As we continue discussion of
SoMe and pt usage.I'm not convinced all groups will respond
yet to these apps #hcsm

6:21 April Foreman @DocForeman
@itsthebunk @DocAmandaYoung @T2DRemission
@itsthebunk Mood, BP, Blood glucose, etc. #hcsm

6:22 Dr. Gijane @JaneCarrington2
@marksalke @KristinMCoppens Agreed. #HCSM

6:22 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
@georgemargelis sadly much of health care is a business - will
it add value? the question is to whom #HCSM

6:22 Michele Kimball @michelekimball
Hi all! Just now able to join. On T1: has issue w/ remote realtime monitoring of patient safety vs. privacy been resolved?
#hcsm

6:22 April Foreman @DocForeman
@DocAmandaYoung @T2DRemission @itsthebunk Pain, I
think. RNs staff the feed during the day and f/u on red flag
alerts. #hcsm

6:22 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@StevenBarley As I've heard information (vs data) defined - the
difference that makes a difference. #hcsm

6:22 Jewels @She_Sugar
@T2DRemission @TwiceDiabetes @marksalke The hope is
diabetes data isn't actionable which translates into excellent
control. #hcsm

6:22 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@CascadiaChat this would be a cool platform for us (as docs)
to follow up pts too in short periods of time #hcsm

6:22 April Foreman @DocForeman
@DocAmandaYoung @T2DRemission @itsthebunk Good for
pts. who have fragile health, homebound, etc. #hcsm

6:22 ArtJones/Jesaros @TAOMarketing
It just makes sense RT @georgemargelis: T1: However
analysis of that data in a usable format for HCP should be part
of their job #hcsm

6:23 Community Roundtable @TheCR
Do you work w/ a #healthcare #community? We'd love your
insights in our #CMGR Salary Survey: tinyurl.com/CMSS2014
#hcsm

6:23 Sherry Reynolds @Cascadia
Yes, me three! RT @drmikesevilla: RT @itsthebunk: OMG! I
forgot how crazy fast the #hcsm chat is! It's where I learned
how to tweetchat!

6:23 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
Me too! So many of us did. RT @itsthebunk: OMG! I forgot how
crazy fast the #hcsm chat is! It's where I learned how to
tweetchat!

6:23 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
@danielg280 Understand. But if you look at what Apple & Epic
are doing via HealthKit, it will. Like any app, pt will grant
access. #hcsm

6:23 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
@drmikesevilla :-) Eternally grateful to the awesome
@danamlewis #hcsm

6:23 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
@marksalke Absolutely. I just hope it fosters more excitement
than fear. #hcsm

6:23 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@michelekimball What do you see as the issue? Pt would
almost always have to consent for the monitoring to occur
#hcsm

6:23 Dr. Amanda Young @DocAmandaYoung
I agree....so tough to keep up! :) RT @itsthebunk OMG! I forgot
how crazy fast the #hcsm chat is! It's where I learned how to
tweetchat!

6:23 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@CascadiaChat And will patients be willing to share their data?
Will depend on value added of course. #hcsm

6:24 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
@She_Sugar The issues w diabetes, is not lack of data IMO
#hcsm

6:24 Christoph Trappe @CTrappe
Apps could notify people. Some life events in the app might
need a physician's interpretation? #hcsm

6:24 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@MeredithGould @itsthebunk oh good... So I'm not the only
one who was born into the tweet chatting world via #hcsm

6:24 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@DocAmandaYoung @itsthebunk Keeps me on my toes! It's
exhilarating and slightly dizzying. Kudos @danamlewis! #hcsm

6:24 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
GREAT T1, everyone! Moving on to T2 in a few! #hcsm

6:24 marianne vennitti @mvennitti
@MeredithGould @itsthebunk I need a lesson. I stay away
because of speed. Help #patients/advocates get on board with
conversations. #hcsm

6:24 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@StevenBarley I'll be really surprised if Provider doesn't have
the ability not to accept even if pt enables the connection
#hcsm

6:24 Jewels @She_Sugar
@PeterRchai @CascadiaChat I don't push data now but I
collect it, organize it and print out summaries - pushing may be
interesting #hcsm

6:24 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
Patricia from Michigan and yesterday's #makehealth event, late
to #hcsm because I went grocery shopping!

6:24 Mark Salke @marksalke
@DocAmandaYoung @itsthebunk #hcsm is also the first chat I
ever joined! :)

6:24 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
RT @HealthSocMed: GREAT T1, everyone! Moving on to T2 in
a few! #hcsm

6:24 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
@DrBridgetOBrien YEs, re evidence of effectiveness, #hcsm

6:25 Christoph Trappe @CTrappe
My physician and I together manage my health. #hcsm
@_malawode

6:25 Dese'Rae L. Stage @deseraestage
A note on Robin Williams: livethroughthis.org/blog/2014/8/14…
#spsm #hcsm #mhsm

6:25 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
@emilykg1 @CascadiaChat in some cases, I think HCP's will
explain rationale as part of plan of care. #hcsm

6:25 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
@PeterRchai @itsthebunk Happy and proud to claim
membership with the freshman class of #hcsm. Learned
everything from @danamlewis

6:25 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Yes-it's a rush! RT @emilykg1: @DocAmandaYoung
@itsthebunk Keeps me on toes! It's exhilarating/slightly
dizzying. Kudos @danamlewis! #hcsm

6:25 Jewels @She_Sugar
@TwiceDiabetes As a nurse I can tell you it is - many lack data
not testing #hcsm

6:25 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
@danielg280 If we're talking about EMR (info flow), there will
have to be some joint agreement #hcsm

6:25 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
@emilykg1 hope they have a choice many now require
employees to take health risk assessments, drug testing and
won’t employee smokers #hcsm

6:25 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@danielg280 @StevenBarley I'd like to push select data to my
doctor and engage in a convo like we wld on a fb photo for ex.
#hcsm

6:25 Michele Kimball @michelekimball
@danielg280 wondering if apps & other new monitoring
technologies addressed by HIPAA? How secure are they? Data
breach possible? #hcsm

6:25 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@emilykg1 @DocAmandaYoung @MeredithGould
@drmikesevilla @itsthebunk :) #hcsm <3 ya'll!

6:25 Jewels @She_Sugar
@T2DRemission @TwiceDiabetes @marksalke It can at times
- esp for growing kids #hcsm

6:26 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
t1 diabetes is 24/7, 365 the amt of data is just overwhelming for
1 pt no way can be handled for multiple #hcsm

6:26 Dese'Rae L. Stage @deseraestage
On the blog: A call to action, by @AboutSuicide.
livethroughthis.org/blog/2014/8/17… #spsm #mhsm #hcsm

6:26 Dr. Gijane @JaneCarrington2
T1-Framed around improving care, confident pts would sign up
and if they shared the data. #HCSM

6:26 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 2 - How can we better train/support HCPs in reviewing
and assessing pt-tracked data? How can pts better present
data to HCPs? #hcsm

6:26 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@textgenerator Start by lurking in the #hcsm chat going on
right now - 9-10pm ET each Sunday

6:26 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@MeredithGould @itsthebunk @danamlewis guess I need to
shoutout @meganranney and @choo_ek as my tweeting doc
inspirations #hcsm

6:26 Sanford Jeames @JeamesSailor
@PeterRchai @nursefriendly @StevenBarley Great point about
pt gathering own info.Is it accurate however? Info is good, but
helpful? #hcsm

6:26 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Yes. Big hurdle RT @PacerProf: @PeterRchai
@T2DRemission @itsthebunk as a pt, it is incredibly hard to
get data. #hcsm

6:26 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T2 at #hcsm: How can we better train/support HCPs in
reviewing and assessing pt-tracked data? How can pts better
present data to HCPs?

6:26 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
Darn it. Just got here, need to go walk dog ... #hcsm

6:26 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
Lots of talk of bsl data, that needs 2 b considered in light of
food, stress, exercise, concurrent illness & more , 2 much data
#hcsm

6:27 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
T2 - HCPs must be more digitally literate and savvy! They have
to be able to communicate in the same ways that patients do.
#hcsm

6:27 Elephant inthe Rheum @ElephantRheum
@CTrappe It has to be a joint effort if it's going to work. Pts and
HCPs both have their roles and if one slacks the other suffers.
#hcsm

6:27 Sherry Reynolds @Cascadia
A fundamental assumption of health tech - that a lack of data is
the problem.. Sometimes but not usually root cause #HCSM

6:27 marianne vennitti @mvennitti
@danamlewis most patients have no idea about tracking date.
#hcsm

6:27 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
@HealthSocMed one way will be starting when they were
getting training as students. #hcsm

6:27 Dr. Gijane @JaneCarrington2
T1-Would this expanded role with data and providers increase
pt engagement? #HCSM

6:27 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
T2 regarding patients presenting data-there have been
awesome examples presented at #MedX. #QuantifiedSelf #QS
#hcsm

6:27 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
T2: i don't know if we need to train HCPs right now, we need to
train the data to integrate, and find out what's worth recording
#hcsm

6:28 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@michelekimball Data breach is always possible. Nothing is
100% secure. Most would be regulated by FDA as med devices
#hcsm

6:28 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T2 We all want #patients to empower
themselves, take a more #proactive role in their #heallthcare
#hcsm

6:28 Sanford Jeames @JeamesSailor
@HealthSocMed A2. HCP can be trained to simply respect that
pts may bring their own data.Still need to have pts track better
#hcsm

6:28 Jewels @She_Sugar
T2 - Learn how to print a summary page of your data - that's all
the time providers have to spend on it usually. #hcsm

6:28 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T2 Tracking would increase engagement most in worried well,
chronic disease, and those who are health literate #hcsm

6:28 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
YES! #hcsm RT @PacerProf: @PeterRchai @T2DRemission
@itsthebunk I say "please show me data". Often get runaround
re how I might misinterpret

6:28 April Foreman @DocForeman
@HealthSocMed Data needs to be standardized, visualized,
and incorporated into EMR, w/ alerts to Tx team. #hcsm

6:28 Mark Salke @marksalke
A2: Trying to train HCPs may be unwise. Supporting them with
#datascience expertise is a better answer. #hcsm

6:28 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A2 we need patients in medical schools. We need docs that
relate to patients better which will lead to greater understand
#hcsm

6:28 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
@PeterRchai if it's private practice, this should be discussed
from day 1-the set up. #hcsm

6:28 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
T1: In my exp its extremely hard as a patient to organize ones
own personal health record. Wish I didn't have 2 input info
personally #hcsm

6:29 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T2 Lets sit down with #patients that can
benefit from extended monitoring, lay out the specifics. #hcsm

6:29 marianne vennitti @mvennitti
RT @abrewi3010 A2 we need patients in medical schools.
need docs that relate to patients better which will lead to
greater understand #hcsm

6:29 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T2 We need to find a way to condense and try to pinpoint only
relevant info #hcsm

6:29 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
T2: we need great UX designers, collaboration btwn Pts, Docs,
Tech people, etc. #hcsm

6:29 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
#HCSM T2 How to better support HCP in reviewing data? This
happens analog now (paper&pencil). More helpful if in context,
not just numbers

6:29 Mark Salke @marksalke
Bingo! MT @PeterRchai: T2: i don't know if we need to train
HCPs right now, train data to integrate, find out what's worth
recording #hcsm

6:29 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T2 If we tell #patients & #caregivers what we
need, how it can help avert crises, many will bend over
backwards. #hcsm

6:29 Dan Goldman @danielg280
T2: Docs have to be able to trust the data if it's a critical data
point for a med decision w/ consequences for patient 1/2 #hcsm

6:30 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
T2: Perhaps if our medical information was neatly stored & filed
online in our portals for easy access, this would help both
parties. #hcsm

6:30 marianne vennitti @mvennitti
RT If we tell #patients & #caregivers what we need, how it can
help avert crises, many will bend over backwards. #hcsm

6:30 Jewels @She_Sugar
@danielg280 @michelekimball But isn't that changing a bit?
blogs.fda.gov/fdavoice/index… #hcsm #FDA

6:30 Dan Goldman @danielg280
T2: Having standardized ways that devices/apps collect the
data so it can be relied upon would be a good start #hcsm

6:30 Mark Salke @marksalke
Yes! MT @nursefriendly: @HealthSocMed T2 decide what
data, info, help us help them, then sit down w/ #AppDesigners
& make it happen. #hcsm

6:30 T2D Research @T2DRemission
T2 part 2 ...despite excellent providers and care, only on my
last visit was there time to get an overview of biomechanics of
injuries #hcsm

6:30

Annette McKinnon @anetto
@CascadiaChat Agree with you. #hcsm

6:31 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
Obesity is huge problem, data is readily available to track
progress via scales, obv data isn't only problem. #hcsm

6:31 Mark Salke @marksalke
@nursefriendly @HealthSocMed That's the best approach,
Andrew! #hcsm

6:31 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
In HCPs monitoring and interpretation of data, we also must not
devalue the narrative around it. Makes a huge difference.
#hcsm

6:31 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
T2: I'm trying to understand why my medical billing is all neatly
filed away on my patient portal, but my medical record IS
NOT!? #hcsm

6:31 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
Evening all! T2: That is a huge question. There are
#entrepreneurs everywhere jumping on the pt app bandwagon
#hcsm

6:31 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
T2: A combination of trust towards HCP, digital education, and a
bit more inclusivity. #hcsm

6:31 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
Yes! RT @DocForeman @HealthSocMed Data needs to be
standardized, visualized, and incorporated into EMR, w/ alerts
to Tx team. #hcsm

6:31 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
@emilykg1 Yes, Emily! Totally agree: Importance of narrative
and context around data. Data points in isolation =
meaningless. #hcsm

6:31 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @HealthCollectiv: Doc Foreman: #Suicide Education and
Twitter via @GetSocialHealth ow.ly/Al4ju #hcsm

6:32

Mark Salke @marksalke
@TiffanyAndLupus Imagine that. #hcsm

6:32 marianne vennitti @mvennitti
RT Yes, Emily! Totally agree: Importance of narrative and
context around data. Data points in isolation = meaningless.
#hcsm

6:32 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
@TiffanyAndLupus: sadly in non-integrated health care
systems - billing drives EHR adoption not clinical care #hcsm

6:32 Sturdy @Sturdy
@drmikesevilla And that takes time. Potentially quite a bit.
#HCSM

6:32 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
@TwiceDiabetes related will be diabetes and hypertension.
#hcsm

6:32 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@TwiceDiabetes They don't have to be mutually exclusive. I
think best is when data and stories are married together
meaningfully. #hcsm

6:32 Dr. Bridget O'Brien @DrBridgetOBrien
@danielg280 Can too much data become 'noise' & overload
#hcsm

6:32 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
@mvennitti Hi Marianne... please quote my twitter handle when
RT-ing me :-) #hcsm

6:32 Molade Alawode, MSc @_malawode
T2 Requires collab btwn #bigdata SMEs, UX designers, and
HCPs to increase literacy and create streamlined info for
patients #hcsm

6:32 Jewels @She_Sugar
@MeredithGould Yes, and the data only adds knowledge to the
picture - especially if it's a fuzzy one. #hcsm

6:33 Michele Kimball @michelekimball
@danielg280 If patients don't have confidence privacy is
secure, they'll be less likely to engage in technology - especially
elders. #hcsm

6:33 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
@BillWongOT type 2 diabetes is related 2 obestity Bill, but my
pt was abt data alone. #hcsm

6:33 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
T2 Right now, we're just getting to a good place. Moving from
fitbits to "real" #wearables that could move meaningful data to
EMR #hcsm

6:33 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
Chat is moving fast tonight! Hooked on #OrphanBlack and
doing a terrible job multitasking haha! #hcsm

6:33 Jewels @She_Sugar
@abrewi3010 Yes, end users are essential in the creation
process. #hcsm

6:33 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@DrBridgetOBrien Agree that's one of the risks. However, at
the end of the day, if u agree to accept it u have some
responsibility #hcsm

6:34 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
#hcsm T2 As one of my grad school mentors, sociologist
Pauline Bart used to say "everything is data but data isn't
everything."

6:34 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A2 to quote the brilliant @emilykg1 "data and stories work best
when married together meaningfully!" #hcsm

6:34 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
@itsthebunk Indeed not but I still blv stories more impt. than the
data, but need data as well. #hcsm

6:34 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @TiffanyAndLupus: T2: Perhaps if our medical information
was neatly stored & filed online ... #hcsm <Free market
economy makes that hard.

6:34 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
@michelekimball @danielg280 - actually evidence shows
Seniors are least sensitive to privacy - no consequences to job
etc. #HCSM

6:35 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Data/facts = plot points? :) MT @TwiceDiabetes: @itsthebunk I
still blv stories more impt. than the data, but need data as well.
#hcsm

6:35 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@KristinMCoppens i was hooked on korean tacos and then
noticed i hadn't gotten a @giasison tweet so realized it was
time for #hcsm!

6:35 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@michelekimball Agree, although phone calls, US mail not
necessarily secure either #hcsm

6:35 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@CascadiaChat No seniors are not susceptible in that way, not
unless retirement places try to bar advocates and
troublemakers #hcsm

6:35 Dr. Bridget O'Brien @DrBridgetOBrien
@danielg280 explains physician role in development to ensure
necessary accurate data collected #hcsm

6:35 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@CascadiaChat Interesting. As I sometimes say, "Me? Afraid of
making a fool of myself? Been there, done that." #hcsm

6:35 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
@AnitaMedia @emilykg1 You might want to redfine older pts as
75+ #hcsm

6:35 Mark Salke @marksalke
@pfanderson @textgenerator Hello Dana. Welcome to the
#hcsm chat!

6:36 Dr. Amanda Young @DocAmandaYoung
@DrLesKertay Check out #hcsm chat (happening right now)
and #spsm chat 9pm CST.

6:36 James Legan MD @jimmie_vanagon
@itsthebunk larger scale, integrating more data will only
confuse the scenario in the doctor/pt relationship in exam room
#hcsm

6:36 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@She_Sugar they also need the focused returned on them.
Anymore projects are about glory to often it seems, not patient.
#hcsm

6:36 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
@GetSocialHealth personally, I feel its just an extra step that's
missing. I can access my billing but not records, very
frustrating! #hcsm

6:36 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
@itsthebunk @TwiceDiabetes for school based OT- line graph.
#hcsm

6:36 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@jimmie_vanagon @itsthebunk Not if it is done well! #hcsm

6:36 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
i wonder how many primary care practices are working w pt
tracked data? simple home bp linked online? #hcsm

6:36 Jewels @She_Sugar
@itsthebunk @TwiceDiabetes In medicine the best results
come from a story and data in my experience. #hcsm

6:36 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@anetto Heh. I'm starting a list already for the social services
coordinator of a place I don't move into for two weeks. #hcsm

6:37 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
RT @She_Sugar: @itsthebunk @TwiceDiabetes In medicine
the best results come from a story and data in my experience.
#hcsm

6:37 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
@PeterRchai Oh lord, please don't discuss Korean food right
now, it's my weakness! #hcsm

6:37 Dr. Bridget O'Brien @DrBridgetOBrien
@AnitaMedia @emilykg1 use what they use eg e-mail #hcsm

6:37 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@PeterRchai @marksalke @HealthSocMed @PristineIO T2
There are enough #patients #families out there that we could
do this :) #hcsm

6:37 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@PeterRchai Diabetes docs have been doing it for decades...
#hcsm

6:37 Tirath Patel @TirathPatelMD
@eyesteve Software is only as good as the purported metrics it
claims to be analyzing. #hcsm

6:37 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
@PeterRchai Great question. I haven't seen much on the
subject. Let me know if you find anything. #hcsm

6:37 James Legan MD @jimmie_vanagon
@emilykg1 @itsthebunk do you have any examples of it being
done well? #hcsm

6:38 Michele Kimball @michelekimball
@danielg280 True, but more trusted as more familiar &
personal. More seniors using tech, but large #s unfamiliar &
don't trust. #hcsm

6:38 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@JeamesSailor @PeterRchai @StevenBarley T2 That all
needs to be worked out Sanford, clarified, defined. #hcsm

6:38 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
RT and #hcsm T2: @mgxtro $42/payer for doc to coordinate
care 24/7 for chronically ill nytimes.com/2014/08/17/us/ seems
like a deal

6:38 Dr. Gijane @JaneCarrington2
@itsthebunk @TwiceDiabetes Data complete with pt stories.
#HCSM

6:38 Crystal Chin @_CrystalChin
Tonight's #hcsm looks interesting! I'll try my best to keep up :)
Also a first-timer - hello!

6:38 Dan Goldman @danielg280
@michelekimball Certainly agree consumer confidence in data
security is extremely important. #hcsm

6:39 Jewels @She_Sugar
@PeterRchai Best place to start is with an endocrinology office
- they're the masters of data collection and analyzation. #hcsm

6:39 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
@TiffanyAndLupus @PeterRchai haha! Me too! I love my
Korean BBQ. #hcsm

6:39 Elephant inthe Rheum @ElephantRheum
@itsthebunk Sometimes data is biased 2 see what u want.It's
just part of the puzzle. Pts have stories, they're not fancy
graphs/tables #hcsm

6:39 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@PeterRchai T2 We've been asking #patients to keep logs of
their #bloodpressure, #bloodsugars, weight forever. #hcsm

6:39 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
@_CrystalChin Good evening Crystal! Welcome :) #hcsm

6:39 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@michelekimball "More" meaning a tenfold increase in the last
few years: 3% to 30%, last figures I saw. #hcsm

6:39 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@StevenBarley @RIHospital does this with their kidney
transplant patients for remote bp monitoring, but it's lots of care
coord. #hcsm

6:39 Michele Kimball @michelekimball
@T2DRemission @anetto Me neither! They should have a gym
BECAUSE their residents are old! Help health & longevity!
#hcsm

6:39 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
@_CrystalChin welcome, glad you could join us! Thanks for
jumping in! #hcsm

6:39 Dr. Amanda Young @DocAmandaYoung
Welcome! RT @_CrystalChin 42s Tonight's #hcsm looks
interesting! I'll try my best to keep up :) Also a first-timer - hello!

6:39 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
YESSSS! RT @JaneCarrington2 @itsthebunk @TwiceDiabetes
Data complete with pt stories. #HCSM

6:39 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@textgenerator @marksalke Dana, I can show you later how to
read thru HCSM chat to find other pt advocates. Twitter chats
hv learning curve

6:39 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@PeterRchai T2 #Patient-generated data is not a new concept,
the use of #apps is an innovation on the old concept. #hcsm

6:39 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@BillWongOT @TiffanyAndLupus my wife: wash your hands
before you tweet #hcsm

6:39 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Moving on to our final topic tonight (T3) in just a few minutes!
#hcsm

6:40 Crystal Chin @_CrystalChin
@PeterRchai I wonder the same thing. Also wonder how they
would incorporate into their flow. Not as simple as just installing
software #hcsm

6:40 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
@_CrystalChin Hello! Don't worry about the pace, even
experienced folks get blown away by it at times. #hcsm

6:40 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
@SarahMun0 @emilykg1 Quite, if healthcare is 2 b pt centred,
pt stories shld be at the heart. #hcsm

6:40 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
@SarahMun0 remember to add the hashtag to your tweets so
others will see them during the chat! #hcsm

6:40 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
@BillWongOT @PeterRchai Seriously, just spent the last few
days in a NYC Korean Culture Smorgasbord! #hcsm

6:40 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
Yes! RT @nursefriendly T2 #Patient-generated data is not a
new concept, the use of #apps is an innovation on the old
concept. #hcsm

6:40 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
That's for sure! RT @MeredithGould: @_CrystalChin Hello!
Don't worry about pace, even experienced folks get blown away
by it at times. #hcsm

6:40 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@MeredithGould @_CrystalChin AKA all the time! Pretty sure I
only read 1/10 tweets, but I try. Good practice reading &
thinking fast. #hcsm

6:41 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@nursefriendly true! instead of bringing our card of recorded
BPs, we'll boot up an app on our phone #hcsm

6:41

Cherise/LADA @SweeterCherise
Enjoying tonight’s #hcsm discussion. (Lurking)

6:41

#LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
@_CrystalChin Welcome Crystal!!! #hcsm

6:41

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@SweeterCherise ::waves:: #hcsm

6:41

T2D Research @T2DRemission
@SweeterCherise Hi, Cherise! #hcsm

6:41 Dr. Bridget O'Brien @DrBridgetOBrien
@TwiceDiabetes @SarahMun0 @emilykg1 Attending
physician/dedicated nurse with patient knowledge best placed?
#hcsm

6:41 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
T2: There are lots of great ways to use data but not all of it
needs to happen in front of me. All I needs are the facts. #hcsm

6:41

Katyan Roach @KatyanRoach
Hi guys, first timer, hope I'm not too late #hcsm

6:42 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
TOPIC 3 - If there's data that you (as a pt) can track, what
would you be comfortable sharing? With whom
(family;friend;HCP)? Why/not? #hcsm

6:42 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@PeterRchai T2 Not so much different than keeping a paper
log, just gets transmitted, collected, tallied much faster. #hcsm

6:42 PacerProf @PacerProf
. KristinMCoppens @T2DRemission T1: how would they have
time to review all if it? #hcsm

6:42

Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
@SweeterCherise Hi there! #hcsm

6:42 Rachel Head RD, CDE @rachelheadCDE
Just stumbled upon #hcsm .....may be back on purpose next
week!

6:42 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
T3 at #hcsm - if you as a pt had data you could track; who
would you share it with; when/why or why/not? Discuss!

6:42 Mark Salke @marksalke
Welcome! Abt 20 mins left. :) RT @KatyanRoach: Hi guys, first
timer, hope I'm not too late #hcsm

6:42 Jewels @She_Sugar
@PeterRchai @nursefriendly I cannot wait for this to be
integrated for diabetes - all tools feeding into one app; no data
entry! #hcsm

6:42 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@nursefriendly @PeterRchai And has the capability to be
smarter, to automatically detect & alert. Needs human touch as
well. #hcsm

6:43 Crystal Chin @_CrystalChin
T2: saw someone talk about diabetes - from what I know, the
diabetes community seems to be especially good at using tech
to track data #hcsm

6:43 ArtJones @ArtJones
True! RT @TwiceDiabetes: @SarahMun0 @emilykg1 Quite, if
healthcare is 2 b pt centred, pt stories shld be at the heart.
#hcsm

6:43 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
(Seeing lots of folks joining as we head into T3 - welcome! It's
never too late to join the #hcsm conversation! :))

6:43 Michele Kimball @michelekimball
@T2DRemission Yes, those #s are about right! #hcsm

6:43 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T3 If I had early alzheimer's I would want a team to check on
me and my data. Hope I am smart enough to set that up #hcsm

6:43 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
@PeterRchai Thanks Peter and good morning from Manila!
@KristinMCoppens #hcsm

6:43 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
TOPIC 3 - Can people share too much data? Would you be
comfortable sharing your sexual activity with potential dates? ;-)
#hcsm

6:43 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
@nursefriendly @PeterRchai #mHealth (apps + wearables) are
taking it to a new level. Then, add data translation, EMR
integration ... #hcsm

6:43 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@She_Sugar @PeterRchai T2 Would not expect it to happen
quickly with proprietary software companies competing, not
talking #hcsm

6:43 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@rachelheadCDE haha, that's what happened to me. great
group of people here #hcsm

6:44 Lisa Kalner Williams @sierratierra
RT @TheCR: Do you work w/ a #healthcare #community? We'd
love your insights in our #CMGR Salary Survey: tinyurl.com/
CMSS2014 #hcsm

6:44 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
.@PacerProf @T2DRemission I think you monitor key stats;
and you also create a brand new position for this very role.
#hcsm

6:44 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@She_Sugar @PeterRchai T2 If hospital information systems
are any indication (few talk to each other) neither will apps
quickly. #hcsm

6:44 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@She_Sugar @nursefriendly right! like nest for your insulin
pump? #hcsm

6:44 Mark Salke @marksalke
A3: Understand that our data benefits us and others too, and it
is non-ID'd... I'd share it for sure. #hcsm

6:44 Sanford Jeames @JeamesSailor
@HealthSocMed A3.The most significant data to track would
be BP, BMI, etc. Good baseline info for all pts. #hcsm

6:44 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
t3 I only share data if I think doing so will improve health/QOL, I
rarely bother sharing voluminous bsl readings-no point. #hcsm

6:44 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
#hcsm T3 I'd be happy to share the data I'm tracking and would
search for and keep the PCP happy to receive it from me.

6:44 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
Yes! RT @emilykg1: T3 - My data sharing would depend on
how easy it was to share and what value I could get out of it.
#hcsm

6:44 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A3 if I'm tracking data I'm comfortable sharing it. I look for
motive in whoever is asking to see my data. Motive is key!
#hcsm

6:44 Jewels @She_Sugar
@_CrystalChin But the limitations are that the tools don't talk to
one another or feed into a single app to analyze. #hcsm

6:45 Crystal Chin @_CrystalChin
@HealthSocMed if I had chronic disease, prob fam/friends to
create a support network - knowledge is power, and power in
numbers #hcsm

6:45 Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
RT @HealthSocMed: (Seeing lots of folks joining as we head
into T3 - welcome! It's never too late to join the #hcsm chat!
<Enjoy the ride!>

6:45 T2D Research @T2DRemission
@PacerProf How would HCPs review all pt. data? If continuous
reporting does become a trend, I think automated triage is
unavoidable. #hcsm

6:45 Molade Alawode, MSc @_malawode
A3 I would only want to send relevant data to the appropriate
HCP. Privacy for me, less work for them. Might consider ICE
contact. #hcsm

6:45 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
T3 I would be happy to donate my data to cancer research (if I
had a gr8 database of Dx-related/relevant data, that is)! #hcsm

6:45 Sanford Jeames @JeamesSailor
@anetto @HealthSocMed A3. Interesting condition to monitor
Annette, but how would it be measured? It takes lots of pt
discipline #hcsm

6:45 Dr. Gia Sison @giasison
T3 Would be glad to share all after all health datas should be
intertwined to one IMO #hcsm

6:45 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
T3: The @Care_Coach health app computerizes your Dr
session so it is unrecognizable. Sharing provides tools for Drs/
Pts to learn from #Hcsm

6:46 Sherry Reynolds @Cascadia
T3 - Why assume it is doctor we will share health data with?
Care team includes family members. Are rules different?
#HCSM

6:46 Michele Kimball @michelekimball
RT @_CrystalChin if I had chronic disease, prob fam/friends to
create a support network - knowledge is power, and power in
numbers #hcsm

6:46 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T3 If I'm tracking it for purposes of my health,
to be given to my providers, no one else needs to see it. #hcsm

6:46 Dr. Gijane @JaneCarrington2
T3: there are already examples where pts share data with their
support system. Ex weight loss as a comm system works.
#HCSM

6:46 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
T3: as a doc, I would like to have pt's med history, primary care
doc and recent notes at my disposal. sounds way easier than it
is #hcsm

6:46

Cherise/LADA @SweeterCherise
@danamlewis ::high five:: #hcsm

6:46 Mark Salke @marksalke
Boom! MT @Cascadia: T3 - Why assume it is doctor we will
share health data with? Care team inc family members. Are
rules different? #HCSM

6:46 Jewels @She_Sugar
T3. The joy of data collecting is that we get to choose who we
share it with: docs, FB, Twittter, etc. #hcsm

6:46 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
T3 Tracking via #mHealth/#wearables adds another layer to
EMR. And many EMR provide proxy access. Up to patient.
#hcsm

6:46

Cherise/LADA @SweeterCherise
@drmikesevilla Hello, Mike! #hcsm

6:46 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A3 interested parties must show they want to help, need for
better research, or wanted for better question development for
future #hcsm

6:47 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@HealthSocMed T3 #BloodSugars, #BloodPressures, My
Weight, all #ProtectedHealthInformation and #HIPAA privileged.
#hcsm

6:47 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
#hcsm - because of #DIYPS, I have a different perspective on
shared data now. But think it's funny that my endo doesn't care
at all about it

6:47 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@nursefriendly @She_Sugar yup. hopefully #healthkit will be
one step in the right direction #hcsm

6:47 Molade Alawode, MSc @_malawode
@_CrystalChin Support *and* accountability. Might help family
better help you, and maintain compliance. #hcsm

6:47 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@marksalke @Cascadia Should be! Willing to share different
info with family members than with HCPs. #hcsm

6:47 Crystal Chin @_CrystalChin
@She_Sugar There are efforts to do that right now in health
tech. Slow roll-out may have to do with not having resources to
implement #hcsm

6:47 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
IMO they can be. RT @Cascadia: T3 Why assume it's MD we'll
share health data with? Care team incls family. Are rules
different? #hcsm

6:47 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
A3: basics- heart rate, BP, etc. I'd keep it private & only share
w/docs if asked. #RareDisease #hcsm

6:47 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
T3: I share my health data with my family & chosen friends who
I've designated as my healthcare advocates if I'm unable to
function. #hcsm

6:48 Jewels @She_Sugar
@PeterRchai @nursefriendly insulin pump, glucometer, and
continuous glucose monitor #hcsm

6:48 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@ScottHarmon7 i think it's going to depend on whether
wearable tech works and collects right data for disease. will
have data overload #hcsm

6:48 Mark Salke @marksalke
Sadly. MT @PeterRchai: T3: as a doc, I like to have pt's med
hx, prim care doc/recent notes at my disposal. sounds easier
than it is #hcsm

6:48 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
@Cascadia: MD has non-emotional connection to Pt. I want a
1-1 relationship with my MD, and ability to share beyond if I
choose. #hcsm

6:48 Jewels @She_Sugar
@PeterRchai @nursefriendly I hope so but @Tidepool_org is
working on it #hcsm

6:48 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@abrewi3010 that's why i joined @meganranney at
@BrownEDHI as a resident #hcsm

6:48

Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
@itsthebunk +1 for different rules! #hcsm

6:48 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
@_malawode Oh so we have a policeman role 4 data checking
up, not sure that'll encourage data sharing #hcsm

6:48 Annette McKinnon @anetto
T3 Know shared data can be helpful, but I don't want to give up
my autonomy #hcsm

6:49

Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
@danamlewis :-) #hcsm

6:49 Crystal Chin @_CrystalChin
@She_Sugar here's an example for multiple chronic diseases:
humanfactors.ca/news/2014/05/m… #hcsm

6:49 Michele Kimball @michelekimball
@itsthebunk @Cascadia What about nurses? This is where the
real emotional connection for the patient often occurs. #hcsm

6:49

Janet M. Kennedy @GetSocialHealth
T3: I would share anonymous data. #hcsm

6:49 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
#hcsm T3 Sorta apropos, I put blood type, organ donor & DNR
on my #RoadID bit.ly/VxW9M0

6:49 Jewels @She_Sugar
@nursefriendly @PeterRchai I think it's coming sooner than we
think - FDA is loosening grips on apps #hcsm

6:50 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
What data wld hcps find useful that isn't avail 2 them via
traditional consult & pathology? #hcsm

6:50 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
@PeterRchai @meganranney @BrownEDHI good luck! #hcsm

6:50 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
T3: After losing my ability to function & make medical decisions
on my own. I've realized the importance of designating an
advocate! #hcsm

6:50 Heather Z @ZHeatherChamp
A3a: But my #RareDisease data I'll share from the ROOFTOPS
to further research, support, etc. #hcsm #pten

6:50 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
Have to head out a bit early. It was SO nice tweet chatting with
all of you. Livened up the start to my week! #hcsm

6:50 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@PeterRchai @She_Sugar T3 The trick will be corralling,
tabulating and putting all that data to use, then billing for it.
#hcsm

6:50 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@T2DRemission @KristinMCoppens @PacerProf or a
wearable tech or device manager (that's me for the ED now)
#hcsm

6:50 Molade Alawode, MSc @_malawode
@TwiceDiabetes No don't mean policing. Families often try to
help, but don't know how. If data shared, perhaps they can
better assist #hcsm

6:50 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
They r still Pros, not family RT @michelekimball: @Cascadia
What abt nurses? This is where real emo connection 4 patient
often occurs #hcsm

6:50 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
@anetto How would sharing data have a negative impact on
your autonomy? #hcsm

6:50 Sherry Reynolds @Cascadia
@itsthebunk lots of options -Pts want it, docs don’t - huge
intermediary market to analyze health data for people and docs
- #HCSM

6:50 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@TwiceDiabetes @_malawode I know. That assumption
always makes me nervous. Big Brother in healthcare can go
wrong fast. #hcsm

6:50 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@PeterRchai @She_Sugar T3 The #HolyGrail of App
development will be getting #insurance companies to reimburse
for it. #hcsm

6:50 Dr. Gijane @JaneCarrington2
T3-question, why would someone share data? what are they
looking or hoping for? #HCSM

6:51 Alison Pilsner @alisonpilsner
Flight booked for San Fran! Very excited to participate in
#TEDMEDHive 2014! #hcsm #digitalhealth #mHealth
#TEDMED #TEDMEDLeaders

6:51 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Excellent question!! RT @JaneCarrington2: T3-question, why
would someone share data? what are they looking or hoping
for? #HCSM

6:51 Kristin M. Coppens @KristinMCoppens
T3: I'd be open to sharing. As someone with 3 chronic
diseases, sometimes I wish my care team had an in to day-today stats. #hcsm

6:51 EmilyKramerGolinkoff @emilykg1
@danamlewis Thanks for an especially outstanding #hcsm chat
tonight!

6:51 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@PeterRchai @She_Sugar T3 Will we be talking helpful apps
anyone can download, or something "By Prescription Only" ?
#hcsm

6:51 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@She_Sugar @nursefriendly @PeterRchai Yes, but FDA also
penalized a company for clicking "like" on Facebook posts
#hcsm

6:51 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
@_malawode Compliance/adherence sounds very authoritarian
#hcsm

6:51 Lake Union Neighbors @lake_union
RT @JaneCarrington2: T3-why would someone share data?
what are they looking or hoping for? #HCSM ^clearly you
haven’t met my neighbor

6:51 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
+1 and Goodnight Emily! So gr8 to interact with you here! RT
@emilykg1: @danamlewis Thanks for an especially
outstanding #hcsm chat tonight!

6:52 Sanford Jeames @JeamesSailor
@TiffanyAndLupus @HealthSocMed A3. Good to share health
data w/family members, but how do they respond to
responsibility? Too much? #hcsm

6:52 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
#hcsm T3 I'll share any data that would make a difference for
someone else's dx and tx.

6:52 Molade Alawode, MSc @_malawode
@pfanderson @TwiceDiabetes Definitely, which is why your
decision to share data must be well-informed #hcsm

6:52 Dr. Steven Eisenberg @drseisenberg
The 2014-15 d.school fellows dschool.stanford.edu/fellowships/
20… via @stanforddschool yay, @yael! @letsfcancer #fcancer
#hcsm

6:52 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
RT @MeredithGould RT @JaneCarrington2: T3-question, why
would someone share data? what are they looking or hoping
for? #HCSM

6:52 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@MeredithGould If I want a less healthy lifestyle I should be
free to do that without constant reminders, especially if
automated #hcsm

6:52 Mark Salke @marksalke
@PeterRchai @nursefriendly @She_Sugar @googleglass
Peter, inter-operability among devices and data is the key to
lower HC costs. #hcsm IMO.

6:52 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@nursefriendly @She_Sugar hmm, state dependent but some
places are working on this already #hcsm

6:53 Dr. Bridget O'Brien @DrBridgetOBrien
@MeredithGould @anetto Evidence shows that behaviour
patterns alter when under surveillance #hcsm Don't know
whether it's good or bad

6:53 Dan Goldman @danielg280
Just a reminder that already HIPAA authorizes docs to share
hlth info with other docs for treatment purposes w/o pt consent
#hcsm

6:53 Jewels @She_Sugar
@nursefriendly @PeterRchai Sure but using them to "view"
married data is not very interactive- it's just creating a new
looking glass #hcsm

6:53 Steven Barley @StevenBarley
T3: We have to be realistic. Data -> info shared by PT will be
useful to care team (even requested/prescribed). #hcsm

6:53 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
@anetto Sure but can't you just adjust the notifications? #hcsm

6:53 Mark Salke @marksalke
That's the spirit! RT @MeredithGould: #hcsm T3 I'll share any
data that would make a difference for someone else's dx and tx.

6:53 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
T3: For majority of chronically ill PTs, if others don't share their
data its difficult for better research, trials, meds to develop!
#hcsm

6:53 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@pfanderson @She_Sugar @PeterRchai T3 Excuse me if I
don't have any faith in the #FDA keeping anything dangerous
off the market. #hcsm

6:53 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@nursefriendly @She_Sugar maybe we'll be prescribing apps
as docs for things like syncope, asthma, chf #hcsm

6:53 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
A3 patient privacy is insured by being engaged. We must do
our research to ensure our data is being used properly. Always
risky #hcsm

6:53 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@_malawode @TwiceDiabetes Nagging makes folk run away,
even when done nicely. #hcsm

6:54 Bill Wong @BillWongOT
@nursefriendly @PeterRchai @She_Sugar I don't think so...
Probably will be publicly available download, HCP 's providing
access codes. #hcsm

6:54 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
@anetto agree Most people want to be healthy not sick - many
don't want constant reminders of their status as a patient via
apps #HCSM

6:54 Scott Harmon @ScottHarmon7
Someone would share data because it is a habit. Cue, task,
reward. See Facebook, twitter etc. The Power of Habit #hcsm

6:54 Jewels @She_Sugar
@nursefriendly @pfanderson @PeterRchai it's not operating
my insulin pump- just looking at data #hcsm

6:54 T2D Research @T2DRemission
T3. I'm ostensibly an open book with T2DM data. Practically, I
like to be able to show patterns, although I've loosed up a bit on
that #hcsm

6:54 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@MeredithGould Remains to be seen. And in one payer
healthcare is it fair to the system to have unhealthy habits?
#hcsm

6:54

Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
@nursefriendly Thalidomide :) #hcsm

6:54 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
@JeamesSailor @HealthSocMed This is why I have multiple
healthcare advocates, so the burden of my chronic illness isn't
overwhelming. #hcsm

6:54 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Did we cover this? How abt training MDs to explain/ interpret
data 4 pts? My oncologist taught me to read path report. Huge
skill. #hcsm

6:54 Jewels @She_Sugar
@PeterRchai @nursefriendly yes - I hope so! #hcsm

6:54 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@nursefriendly @She_Sugar don't get me started re the
dabigatran debacle with the fda #hcsm

6:55 Teigan Hockman @telephonoscope
T3 - Makes me think of those tracking devices forced on
developmentally disabled ppl. The potential for abuse is
massive. #hcsm

6:55 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
Time flies on Sun nights - time to wrap up tonight's #hcsm chat!
Last thoughts for the week ahead, everyone?

6:55 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
@anetto I have to worry sometimes when working with a new
client - what do they know about me via SoMe and #HCSM
chats

6:55 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@nursefriendly @She_Sugar @PeterRchai I was shocked that
they sent a Warning Letter tracking FB LIKES! #hcsm

6:55 James Legan MD @jimmie_vanagon
@itsthebunk @michelekimball @Cascadia My nurse is the key
to my communication success--she manages portal/ehr/
telephone/schedule #hcsm

6:55 Dana Lewis | #hcsm @danamlewis
Wrapping up tonight's #hcsm chat - last thoughts for the week
ahead, all?

6:55 ArtJones @ArtJones
#HCSM > #IOE "Internet of everything" will simplify availability
of patient data when all things are connected
#TheFutureofHealthcare

6:55 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@marksalke @PeterRchai @She_Sugar @googleglass T3
With all the entities "#FeedingAtTheTrough" who wants cost
savings?: #hcsm

6:56 T2D Research @T2DRemission
T3. With depression and anxiety, I've been more guarded and
have less hard data. This last week, I've been using 1st person
as apt. #hcsm

6:56 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Yes it FLIES! RT @HealthSocMed: Time flies on Sun nights time to wrap up tonight's #hcsm chat! Last thoughts for the
week ahead, everyone?

6:56 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
@nursefriendly @pfanderson @She_Sugar @PeterRchai
hahahaha preach that truth Andrew! #hcsm

6:56 Dr. Bridget O'Brien @DrBridgetOBrien
@MeredithGould @anetto Even keeping food record aids
weight loss! So some +. Aid compliance with med regimes?
#hcsm

6:56 Jewels @She_Sugar
@pfanderson @nursefriendly @PeterRchai Here's an FDA
Voice blog blogs.fda.gov/fdavoice/index… #hcsm

6:56 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@T2DRemission More and more folk putting genomic data on
web at Open SNP. #hcsm

6:56 georgemargelis @georgemargelis
Good discussion on patient monitoring, need to develop
evidence and guidelines for it to be more effective #hcsm

6:56 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@_malawode @TwiceDiabetes And when the doctor or nurse
is the nag ... ? #hcsm

6:56

Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
Thanks for the fun times @danamlewis #hcsm

6:56 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@CascadiaChat Yes, bad enough to have chronic illness
without reminders. Reinforces "ill" status #hcsm

6:56 Mark Salke @marksalke
Thought for the week: I am so blessed to have good health.
May you all have a great week! #hcsm

6:56 Jewels @She_Sugar
@nursefriendly @marksalke @PeterRchai @googleglass and
wasting just as much #hcsm

6:57 Teigan Hockman @telephonoscope
T3 - On the other hand, I'd like to be able to prove to Dr. that
my injuries and pain really do happen. I understand both sides.
#hcsm

6:57 Andrew Lopez, RN @nursefriendly
@TiffanyAndLupus @pfanderson @She_Sugar @PeterRchai
Nuff said, #spsm starts in 4 minutes :) #hcsm
#OffMyFDASoapbox

6:57 Twice Diabetes @TwiceDiabetes
Aust has draconian driving regs. I wouldn't share CGM data
incase I had a crash & a few hypos used against me. #hcsm

6:57 Mike Sevilla, MD @drmikesevilla
Thx as always to @danamlewis for moderating #hcsm tonight.
Closing Thought: "What Will Your Verse Be?" Have a great
week friends!

6:57 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
#hcsm Final thoughts: Be generous with your knowledge so
that others may heal, if not be cured.

6:57 Michele Kimball @michelekimball
RT @MeredithGould #hcsm Final thoughts: Be generous with
your knowledge so that others may heal, if not be cured.

6:57 Alan Brewington @abrewi3010
Be sure to sign up for #Medx global access for online access if
u can't attend yourself! #hcsm medicinex.stanford.edu/2014global-ac…

6:58 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
Final: Data needs context/stories; Pts need to learn how to
understand/interpret data; there will be new health data jobs on
horizon! #hcsm

6:58 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
Final Thoughts: Don't let privacy prevent U from sharing health
data, THIS could be what helps save a future life! Sharing is
caring! #hcsm

6:58 Myeloma Teacher @MyelomaTeacher
@MayoSMHN @Pinterest Ck out my #HCSM #myeloma
Pinterest boards pinterest.com/cynthiachmiele…

6:58 Sanford Jeames @JeamesSailor
@danamlewis @HealthSocMed CT. SoMed and the
possibilities of it improving pt care means it needs to be
embraced amid slow system. #hcsm

6:58 CascadiaChat @CascadiaChat
#HCSM - Final Thought - It is all about relationships, with
ourselves, our health and each other - tech just enables that

6:58 Teigan Hockman @telephonoscope
@TwiceDiabetes Also, how would it interact with HIPPA?
#hcsm

6:58 Michele Kimball @michelekimball
RT @CascadiaChat #HCSM - Final Thought - It is all about
relationships, with ourselves, our health and each other - tech
just enables that

6:58 Jewels @She_Sugar
Collect your data - even if you're the only one looking at it, it'll
be useful one day! #hcsm

6:58 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@_CrystalChin i'm an ER doc. just like to be able to pull it up
on computer for pts not on same health system. #hcsm

6:58 Dr. Bridget O'Brien @DrBridgetOBrien
@ArtJones But will we still get full history eg no of sexual
partners,drug use, #hcsm

6:59 Peter Chai @PeterRchai
@_CrystalChin saves time when someone's sick at 2am and all
you get at med records is elevator music #hcsm

6:59 Liza Bernstein @itsthebunk
RT @She_Sugar: Collect your data - even if you're the only one
looking at it, it'll be useful one day! #hcsm

6:59 Crystal Chin @_CrystalChin
RT @She_Sugar Collect your data - even if you're the only one
looking at it, it'll be useful one day! #hcsm

6:59 James Legan MD @jimmie_vanagon
@marksalke @MeredithGould How will you share the data?
#hcsm

6:59 #LupusChat @TiffanyAndLupus
Final Thoughts: Make sure to designate a healthcare advocate!
Esp if chronically ill. This could be life-saving when in need!
#hcsm

6:59 P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
@_malawode @TwiceDiabetes I'm hearing a lot about apps
designed to do the nagging for the HCP. #hcsm

6:59 Annette McKinnon @anetto
@DrBridgetOBrien @MeredithGould I hear that it does. Tried
once and it was very time consuming. I hear there are better
trackers now #hcsm

7:00

T2D Research @T2DRemission
@She_Sugar Amen! #hcsm

7:00 MeredithGould @MeredithGould
@jimmie_vanagon @marksalke In any way that's useful.
#hcsm

7:00 HealthSocMed | #hcsm @HealthSocMed
That's a wrap on another #hcsm chat! Thanks, all! See you
again next Sunday at 8pm CT - and remember to DM or
@HealthSocMed topics!

